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Abstract
In mammals, increasing evidence supports mechanisms of co-transcriptional gene

regulation and the generality of genetic control subsequent to RNA polymerase II (Pol II)

recruitment. In this report, we use Pol II Chromatin Immunoprecipitation to investigate

relationships between the mechanistic events controlling immediate early gene (IEG) acti-

vation following stimulation of the α1a-Adrenergic Receptor expressed in rat-1 fibroblasts.

We validate our Pol II ChIP assay by comparison to major transcriptional events assessable

by microarray and PCR analysis of precursor and mature mRNA. Temporal analysis of Pol

II density suggests that reduced proximal pausing often enhances gene expression and

was essential for Nr4a3 expression. Nevertheless, for Nr4a3 and several other genes,

proximal pausing delayed the time required for initiation of productive elongation, consistent

with a role in ensuring transcriptional fidelity. Arrival of Pol II at the 3’ cleavage site usually

correlated with increased polyadenylated mRNA; however, for Nfil3 and probably Gprc5a

expression was delayed and accompanied by apparent pre-mRNA degradation. Intragenic

pausing not associated with polyadenylation was also found to regulate and delay Gprc5a

expression. Temporal analysis of Nr4a3, Dusp5 and Nfil3 shows that transcription of native

IEG genes can proceed at velocities of 3.5 to 4 kilobases/min immediately after activation.

Of note, all of the genes studied here also used increased Pol II recruitment as an important

regulator of expression. Nevertheless, the generality of co-transcriptional regulation during

IEG activation suggests temporal and integrated analysis will often be necessary to distin-

guish causative from potential rate limiting mechanisms.
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Introduction
During this past decade, the transcription factor-centric view of gene regulation has increas-
ingly been recognized as inadequate [1] and has given way to a more expansive view that
acknowledges genetic control associated with virtually every step of transcription [2], as well as
selective control of translation [3]. Central to current understanding of the transcriptional pro-
cess is the role of the carboxy-terminal domain (CTD) of RNA polymerase II in integrating
transcriptional signals using regulatory factors from promoter-associated mediator to the 3’
end processing machinery [4–8]. Early studies focused on the role of CTD phosphorylation in
recruiting mRNA processing machinery to the pre-mRNA and established that most process-
ing was co-transcriptional [9]. More recent genome wide analysis has driven the expanding
view of transcriptional regulatory complexity. Among the most transformative of these find-
ings is the presence of a transcriptionally engaged polymerase that has paused in the promoter
proximal region of many active and inactive genes [10–15]. The generality of promoter proxi-
mal pausing (PPP) directly challenges the paradigm that transcription factors induce gene acti-
vation through Pol II recruitment, and demonstrates that mechanisms subsequent to Pol II
recruitment and initiation are important regulators of gene expression [1]. Indeed, regulation
of proximal pausing is probably the function of some prototypic transcription factors including
Myc, which appears to drive gene activation through abrogation of pausing [14]. Beyond proxi-
mal pausing and the established regulatory mechanisms of alternative splicing, alternative 3’
end formation and mRNA stability, recent studies suggest additional post-initiation mecha-
nisms including degradation of pre-mRNA during both elongation [16, 17] and 3’ end forma-
tion [18, 19], as well as poorly defined functions associated with DNA looping [4, 20, 21],
antisense transcription [22] and non-coding RNAs [23].

Despite considerable study, the biological function of the conserved immediate early genes
(IEGs) is poorly understood, at least in part due to complexity within the acute activation pro-
cess that prevents clear association with specific signaling pathways. Consequently, concordant
expression patterns often do not demonstrate commonality of mechanism. While functions
related to acute IEG expression presumably explain why these genes are usually short and acti-
vated within minutes [24–26], the biological significance of rapid expression has been difficult
to establish. Even in the tractable yeast model, S. Cerevisiae, the function of the acute environ-
mental stress response genes is uncertain, as inactivation of individual or many of these genes
has little impact on the ability of this organism to survive lethal insult [27–29]. Importantly,
evidence suggests the environmental stress response genes of yeast functions to precondition
cells exposed to an initial stress prior to a second potentially lethal stress, even when the two
stressors are different [29]. In mammals, a similar acute preconditioning response was discov-
ered in 1986 by McMurry and coworkers, who demonstrated that a brief blockage of blood
flow to the heart was strongly protective against the damage induced by a subsequent, longer
insult [30]. The phenomenon of acute ischemic preconditioning has since been shown be a
part of a general protective mechanism that can be activated by many insults [31] within the
time frame of IEG activation.

One of the earliest and most established pharmacologic activators of cardiac precondition-
ing is phenylephrine (PE), a specific agonist of the α1-Adrenergic Receptors (α1ARs) [32, 33].
All three members of the α1AR family (α1a, α1b and α1d ARs) are Gq-coupled receptors that
signal in part through activation of PLCβ [34]. This Gq-activated phospholipase cleaves phos-
phatidylinositol into the second messengers, diacylglycerol and inositol triphosphate, resulting
in acute release of intracellular calcium stores and Protein Kinase C activation. However, a
complex array of additional pathways are also activated by the α1ARs [35] including regulation
of ion channels [36] and transactivation of endothelial growth factor receptor [37]. As part of
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the fight or flight response [38], α1AR stimulation evokes responses such as vessel contraction
within fractions of a second [39], while other aspects of signaling unfold over minutes (e.g.
mitogen activated protein kinases; MAPKs), hours (e.g. gene expression) or days (e.g. injury
recovery). The α1aAR subtype in particular is linked to cardioprotection [40, 41] and while the
biological basis is uncertain, the α1aAR activates a robust genetic response in both myocytes
[42, 43] and expression models [44, 45]. Given this range of acute and chronic effects, it is obvi-
ous that the biological basis of α1aAR function involves temporally evolving interaction
between the signaling and genetic cascades.

While methods are available to dissect temporal relationships between signaling factors (e.g.
phospho-specific antibodies), temporal dissection of the complex mechanisms of gene regula-
tion has been less assessable. To gain insight into the importance of specific mechanisms of
gene regulation as well as the impact of each mechanism on the time required for IEG gene
expression, we used Pol II Chromatin Immunoprecipitation (Pol II ChIP) to analyze the tran-
scriptional response induced by stimulation of the α1aAR. Combined with analysis of changes
in product RNA levels, Pol II ChIP allowed a temporal, integrated description of the rate-limit-
ing mechanisms of induced gene expression. Our data supports a regulatory role for recently
described co-transcriptional mechanisms including PPP [6, 10], internal transcriptional blocks
[16, 17], and polyadenylation associated pre-mRNA degradation [18, 19] as well as demon-
strating the initial transcriptional velocity on activated mammalian IEGs is very high and
approaches the rate observed on long genes [46]. The apparent generality of co-transcriptional
mechanisms suggests any particular genetic mechanism will only be rate limiting in specific sit-
uations [1] and justifies integrated temporal analysis, as this approach reveals the timing and
relative importance of regulated genetic mechanisms. This depth of information is also neces-
sary to identify upstream signaling cascade responsible for activation. Given conservation of
IEG expression, these results should extend to in vivo stress responses of direct relevance to
human health.

Experimental Procedures

Materials
Dulbecco’s Eagle Modified Medium and penicillin/streptomycin (15140–122) were from
Gibco and heat inactivated fetal calf serum (SH30071.03) from Hyclone (Logan, Utah). Phenyl-
ephrine (P6126), PMSF (P7626), sodium orthovanadate (Na3VO4, S-6508), sodium deoxycho-
late (D-6750), glycogen (G-8751), bovine serum albumin (A-2153), formaldehyde (F1268),
NaF, goat anti-mouse IgM (M-8644) were from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Trizol and
Platinum Taq from Invitrogen. Protein G agarose (1 719 416), Complete protease inhibitor tab-
lets (1 836 145), Proteinase K (3 115 879), NP-40 (1 754 599) were from Roche, Indianapolis,
IN. Herring sperm DNA (D181B) was from Promega (Madison, WI). H14 (MMS-134R) was
from Biolegend (Dedham, MA) and H48 from Cell Signaling (Danvers, MA).

Cell culture and treatment conditions
Isolation and characterization of clonal rat-1 fibroblasts stably expressing HA-tagged human
α1aAR at 1.77±0.24 pmol/mg total protein has been described [47]. Cells were maintained
under 5% CO2 at 37°C in growth medium containing Dulbecco’s Eagle Modified Medium sup-
plemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, penicillin (100 U/ml), streptomycin (100 μg/ml) and
0.5 mg/ml G418 to maintain selection. Two days prior to use (42–50h), cells in mid-log phase
were trypsinized and plated at 2 to 2.5 million cells per 15 cm dish in growth medium without
G418. Mid-log phase cells at about 70% confluence and still in the growth medium under 5%
CO2 at 37°C were stimulated by addition of filter sterilized phenylephrine (PE) stocks in water
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to a final concentration of 10−5 M, followed by gentle circular rotation to ensure mixing with
minimal agitation. Cells were processed as indicated below.

Isolation of total RNA
Media was poured from the plates and the remnant aspirated, prior to rapid addition of 10 ml
of Trizol. Cells were then incubated with rotation for 20 to 40 minutes at room temperature
prior to storage at -80°C. Remaining steps were performed as recommended by the manufac-
turer employing a tabletop centrifuge. Purified RNA resuspended to 1μg/μl in water and stored
as subaliquots at -80°C.

Agilent microarray analysis of polyadenylated RNA
RNA quality checks, cDNA preparation and Microarray analysis were performed at the DUKE
IGSP Microarray Facility. Cy5 labeled sample cDNA and Cy3 labeled reference cDNA were
made by reverse transcription with oligo-dT primers and were hybridized to a DNA chip
printed with the Rat Operon 3.0 (RO27K) oligo set containing 26,962 probes. Reference cDNA
was a composite of RNAs from multiple time points to ensure the presence of all upregulated
mRNAs. The data were Lowess normalized and background-subtracted using Genespring
(Agilent, Santa Clara, CA), normalized to the average of 3 untreated controls and deposited in
NCBI's Gene Expression Omnibus at GEO Series accession number: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE59955.

High Efficiency Chromatin Immunoprecipitation
Chromatin Immunoprecipitation was performed as previously described [48] with minor
modification. Briefly, media was poured and then aspirated from plates following stimulation
with PE for the indicated times. The cells were fixed with 1% formaldehyde in PBS with gentle
agitation for 10 minutes at 25°C after which the formaldehyde was removed and crosslinking
stopped by incubation with 125 mM glycine in PBS for 5 min at 25°C. Following solution
removal, plates were chilled on ice and the cells lysed by addition of 2 ml of cold lysis buffer
[10 mM Tris, pH 7.5 at 25°C, 0.5% SDS plus protease inhibitors (1 mM PMSF and 5X complete
protease inhibitor cocktail)and phosphatase inhibitors (1 mM Na3VO4, 10 mM Na4P2O7,
and 10 mMNaF)]. The cells were rapidly scraped from the plate and the solution (~2.3 mL)
was transferred to a short, 5 ml tube in ice water and sonication to an average fragment size of
~1000 to 1100 base pairs using twelve 5 sec bursts on a Misonex 3000 with a microtip probe
(Farmingdale, NY). Precipitate formation was prevented through judicious warming regulated
by varying ice water immersion. Following clarification by centrifugation at 10,000 x g for
5 min at 5°C, supernatants were diluted about 20-fold with 38 ml of cold IP dilution buffer
(10 mM Tris, pH 7.5 at 25°C, 1% NP40, 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, 150 mMNaCl, protease
and phosphatase inhibitors as above). The combined solution approximates ChIP buffer (IP
dilution buffer with 0.025% SDS). Subaliquoted samples were frozen with liquid nitrogen and
stored at -80°C until use. Each 1.6 ml of extract represents about 250,000 rat-1 cells.

For ChIP, protein-G agarose beads in IP dilution buffer were bound to goat anti-mouse IgM
at 1 μg/ul beads and then pre-loaded with excess H14 at ~3μg/μl beads [48]. Both Preclearing
and H14 beads were prepared and equilibrated with SDS blocking buffer [ChIP buffer with
1 mg/ml bovine serum albumin and 1 mg/ml herring-sperm DNA]. Extract was precleared for
1h with 15 μl protein-G beads/1.6 ml and then ChIPed for 2h with 10 μl H14 beads/1.6 ml,
both at 4°C with inversion mixing. Following immunoprecipitation, beads were washed 4
times with 1.0 ml ChIP buffer per 10 μl protein-G beads, each time using 5 min inversions and
recovery by centrifugation at 500xg for 1 min. Washed beads were suspended in 100 μl of ChIP
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buffer to which was added 2.5 μl 10% SDS and 5 μl of 10 mg/ml proteinase K. Samples were
mixed well and incubated 2 hours at 55°C with occasional mixing and then overnight at 65°C.
Sample beads were spun and the supernatant was collected followed by a second extraction
with 100 μl TE (10 mM Tris, pH 8 and 1 mM EDTA) that was combined with first supernatant.
Following phenol/Chloroform/IA and then chloroform extraction, 2 μl of 10 μg/μl glycogen
was added and the precipitated with Na acetate/EtOH. Total genomic DNA was similarly pre-
pared from ChIP extract without glycogen. ChIPs were resuspended in water, while genomic
DNA was placed into TE and later diluted with water to appropriate concentrations.

Analysis and quantitation of ChIP DNA by PCR
Primer sequences (S3 Table) were designed as described [48] using Oligo (Molecular Biology
Insights, Cascade, CO) and obtained from Qiagen in unpurified salt free state. Primer locations
are designated using the 5’most bp (base pair) of the upstream primer. PCR was performed
with Platinum Taq as recommended (Invitrogen) but with 500 nM primer concentrations
using a PTC-225 Tetrad DNA Engine fromM.J. Research (Waltham, MA). Taq was kept at
-80°C for long term storage and kept at -20°C for no more than 1 month. Reactions were “hot”
started by incubation for 1.5 min at 94°C, followed by 35 cycles of 0.5 min at 94°C, 0.5 min at
60°C and 1 min at 72°C plus a final 10 min extension at 72°C. Following agarose gel electro-
phoresis in an model A6 Owl gel apparatus (Thermo Scientific) with 25 well combs suited for
use with a multichannel pipet, images of ethidium bromide stained PCR products were quanti-
tated by densitometry with appropriate background subtraction. A two-fold dilution series of
total genomic DNA, purified from ChIP extracts of untreated cells, was used to generate a non-
linear response curve between input DNA and PCR product DNA. Profiles presented were
chosen on the basis of representative behavior and, when appropriate, a quantitation curve that
trended downward with decreasing input DNA. For each time point, the fraction of DNA pre-
cipitated by ChIP was estimated by interpolation between response curve values bracketing the
sample signal. Accuracy was improved by averaging estimates from time points that displayed
common behavior.

Matrix ChIP analysis of Pol II density
The use of microplates to perform ChIP has been described in detail [49], and was adapted for
use with ChIP extracts prepared as described above. For each time point 50 μl of extract (in
triplicate) were added directly to 96 well plates coated with the anti-CTD 4H8 antibody and
the matrix ChIP procedure applied as described [49]. To avoid SDS interference with SYBR
Green qPCR, a 100-fold dilution of input ChIP extract was used as control and precipitation
efficiency calculated relative to the combined average value from all time points. Matrix ChIP
primers are given in S4 Table.

TaqMan quantitative PCR
Total RNA prepared by Trizol extraction was treated with RNase-free DNase I (0.4 U per μl of
RNA sample) for 30 minutes at 37°C, heat denatured at 65°C and purified over Sephadex G-25
columns. RNA concentrations and quality were confirmed by NanoDrop spectrophotometer
ND-1000 (NanoDrop technologies; Wilmington, DE) and cDNA prepared using random
primers in general or oligo-dT primers when stated. Quantitation of mRNAs was performed in
a 48 well format on an ABI Step One Plus RT-PCR system using TaqMan appropriate primers
(S5 Table) with each well containing cDNA from the equivalent of 30–300 ng of total RNA.
Target gene quantitation was conducted according to the 2–ΔΔCt method with expression
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normalized to the housekeeping gene RPL35. Basal values and periods of activated expression
are included in S5 Table.

Non-quantitative PCR analysis of total RNA
cDNA prepared using oligo-dT priming was analyzed with primers (S3 Table) and assay condi-
tions used for Pol II ChIP analysis, using cDNA derived from the amount of total RNA in the
indicated number of cells (12.5 ng of total RNA from 2,100 source cells).

Statistical analysis
Prism software (GraphPad, La Jolla, CA) was used for statistical analysis. Error is given as stan-
dard deviation with the indicated exceptions where SEM was appropriate. Regression analysis
was used to evaluate potential trends in Pol II density along the length of the gene. Regression
analysis and one-way ANOVA with the Turkey post-test were used to establish difference
between time points. Additional analysis used the Student t-test or two way ANOVA with
post-test, as indicated.

Results

Identification of α1aAR regulated acute stress response genes
For all studies, an HA-α1aAR expressing rat-1 cell line was cultured in growth media and
treated with 10−5 M PE to produce the characteristic antiproliferative and hypertrophic
response of this receptor [37, 45, 50]. Microarray analysis of α1aAR-induced gene expression
has been reported for rat-1 cells [45]; however, our analysis of transcriptional activation
required detailed temporal information under the specific assay conditions chosen. Because
this precludes replicated data, typical measures of statistical validation were inappropriate.
Nevertheless, the time course provided a sensitive measure of gene activation, apparent on
upregulated genes as a pattern of increasing mRNA followed by a the period of maximal
expression (S1 Table). Remarkably, stimulation of the α1aAR activates most genes consistently
upregulated by the severe stress of cardiac surgery [51–53] and by stimulation of native Gq-
coupled endothelin receptors [54] in neonatal rat cardiomyocytes (S2 Table).

Characteristics of the high efficiency Pol II ChIP assay and RNA analysis
In contrast to other measures of gene activation, Pol II ChIP reveals transcriptional responses
as they occur by directly demonstrating increases in bound Pol II at desired points along a gene
[55, 56]. Many studies have now shown that high efficiency Pol II ChIP directed at the S5 phos-
phorylated CTD effectively precipitates Pol II across transcribing genes at least through the
polyadenylation site (see Discussion). Although highly sensitive, our Pol II ChIP procedure has
limited resolution due to relatively large DNA fragments, which average about 1000 to 1100
base pairs and include fragments of 2000 base pairs. More generally, Pol II ChIP is inherently
semi-quantitative and has not been validated by other technologies. Indeed, available evidence
shows biological context can alter sonication-induced cleavage [57], implying changes in Pol II
signal can reflect alternative cleavage as well as changes in Pol II density. For these reasons, the
precision of Pol II ChIP is unverifiable and we have instead used a strategy of redundancy with
multiple primer pairs to confirm polymerase density with reasonable accuracy using standard
PCR and gel electrophoresis.

Because spatial and temporal separation of co-transcriptional regulatory events is easier on
longer genes, our analysis has focused on long IEGs activated by the α1aAR stimulation
(Table 1). Temporal analysis of changing RNA levels must be interpreted in relation to the
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environment of the target sequence and these target locations are indicated for both Agilent
microarray and TaqMan qPCR analysis. It is important to note that microarray analysis was
directed at polyadenylated messages through use of cDNA transcribed from Olig-dT primers.
In contrast, TaqMan qPCR employed cDNA made using random primers (unless otherwise
stated) and detected target sequence in both mature mRNAs and pre-mRNAs, generating an
estimate of “total” RNA.

Analysis of the Fos activation using Pol II ChIP, microarrays and qPCR
To demonstrate that our Pol II ChIP assay reproduces established co-transcriptional behavior,
we analyzed the activation of Fos; a gene known to be regulated by abrogation of promoter
proximal pausing [58, 59]. Using PCR primer pairs at positions summarized in the Fos gene
schematic (Fig 1A), transcription was analyzed using DNA from 1/200 of a standard ChIP rep-
resenting 1,250 cells (2,500 potentially precipitable copies of DNA) as input to each PCR reac-
tion. These results (Fig 1B, left) are presented as a function of time following stimulation
(horizontal axis) versus location along the gene (vertical axis) as indicated by the primer posi-
tion. Visually, basal Pol II density appears higher in the promoter proximal region (primers at
-722, 680 bp) than at more distal sites (1647, 3510 bp). Although, it may seem surprising that
nearby primers (-1878, 1436 bp) reflect promoter proximal density, this is typical of our data
for primers producing amplicons encompassed within 2,000 base pairs of PPP sites. Following
receptor stimulation, rapid activation is apparent between 3 and 5 minutes as shown by the
substantial increase in Pol II density at locations across the gene. Pol II density during the ele-
vated plateau of activity from 7 to 60 minutes displayed saturating signal as shown by compari-
son to a dilution series of genomic input DNA from uninduced cells (Fig 1B, right). On the
other hand, Pol II density prior to upregulation (0–3 min) can be estimated using these curves
and is presented as both copy number and precipitation efficiency (Fig 1B, far right). As sum-
marized in Fig 1F, upstream density at proximal primers was 0.72% (~18 copies) or about 2.4–
fold higher than observed at distal primers where efficiency was 0.3% (~7.5 copies). Although
for Fos this higher density almost certainly represents PPP, the ratio of proximal to distal Pol II
density is often referred to as a traveling ratio in order to avoid mechanistic implication.

To quantitate transcription levels following Fos activation, Pol II density was reanalyzed
using DNA from 1/2,500 of a standard Pol II ChIP (Fig 1C) representing material from 100
cells (200 potentially precipitable copies of DNA) as input to each PCR reaction. During the
period of activated expression from 7 to 60 minutes, Pol II density was the same at promoter
proximal and distal primers (Fig 1C) and displayed a combined ChIP precipitation efficiency
of 8.0±1.0%. Indeed, within this activated plateau, analysis showed Pol II density to be

Table 1. IEGs Activated by Stimulation of α1aAR with 10−5 M PE and Analyzed in This Study.

Gene Function Gene ID Length base pairs Microarray1* Target TaqMan2* Target

Fos TF, oncogenic 314322 2867 exon 4T exon 2, 3

Nr4a3 TF, pleiotropic 58853 39843 exon 8T exon 4, 5

Nr4a1 TF, pleiotropic 79240 7784 exon 7T exon 6, 7T

Nfil3 TF, pleiotropic 114519 ~15000 exon 2T exon 2T

Dusp5 phosphatase, MAPK 171109 13411 exon 4T exon 2, 3

Gprc5a GPCR, growth 312790 18911 exon 2 exon 2, 3

1Microarray used oligo-dT prime cDNA and measured poly-A mRNA.
2TaqMan qPCR used randomly primed cDNA unless otherwise stated.

*The designation “T” indicates a 3’ terminal exon.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0134442.t001
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statistically constant for all primers (Fig A in S1 Fig) and at each time point across the gene
(Fig A in S2 Fig). Constant Pol II density following activation, demonstrates the traveling ratio
on Fos was reduced from 2.4 to 1 (Fig 1F), consistent with abrogation of proximal pausing
observed in other models [55, 56]. In addition, comparison of distal Pol II levels before and
after gene activation revealed a 27-fold (8%/0.3%) increase in density that suggests a ~27-fold
increase in transcription.

Fig 1. Temporal analysis of Fos activation using Pol II ChIP, Microarray and qPCR.Cells were stimulated with 10−5 M PE for the indicated times prior to
preparation of ChIP extracts or total mRNA. (A) Schematic of the Fos gene showing sequence locations targeted by ChIP primer pairs (5’ end relative to
annotated TSS) and the TaqMan qPCR primer set (bar). (B) Pol II density analyzed by ChIP with the H14 antibody as described in Methods. For each time
point, the DNA ChIPed from extract equivalent to 1,250 cells (2500 genome copies) was analyzed by PCR using the indicated primers. PCR product was
quantitated relative to dilution series with indicated genomic copies of DNA extracted from unstimulated cells (right). For each primer set, initial Pol II density
(0–3 min.) is expressed as precipitated copies (mean±SD) and as percent precipitation efficiency relative to input genome copies (far right). (C) Pol II density
during plateau of activated expression. ChIP DNA (200 genome copies) was analyzed as described above. For each primer set, average Pol II density during
the plateau of activated expression (7–60 min.) is expressed as precipitated copies (mean±SD). (D) Dilution series of ChIPed DNA to zero copies is
consistent with quantitative estimates of Pol II density. Sample and total image intensity were adjusted independently. Total genomic DNA is only to confirm
single copy product formation. (*) Indicates low product is present. (E) Temporal analysis of relative Fos mRNA levels. Agilent microarray analysis (●) of
polyadenylated mRNA (oligo-dT primed) and TaqMan qPCR analysis (�) of total mRNA (mRNA + pre-mRNA) using randomly primed cDNA. Both target
locations listed in Table 1. (F) Summary of transcriptional activity. Pol II density expressed as percent precipitation efficiency relative to input copy number.
TaqMan qPCR primer set was used to quantitate Fold-Δ in total mRNA relative to basal levels (S5 Table).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0134442.g001
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Independent validation of Pol II ChIP quantitation
In general, ChIP primer sets were capable of producing amplicons from one copy of DNA, sug-
gesting an independent method of validation based on serial dilution to zero copies; an
approach currently employed in digital PCR. Following a Poisson distribution, PCR reactions
receiving the indicated number of DNA copies (on average) have the subsequent probability of
receiving no copies: 3.1 (4%), 1.6 (20%), 0.78 (45%), 0.39 (68%) and 0.2 (84%). This distribu-
tion is consistent with the genomic DNA dilution series from Fig 1B and 1C, where the input
copies of DNA produced the indicated percentage of product absence: 3.1 (0%), 1.6 (0%), 0.78
(61%), 0.39 (75%) and 0.2 (100%). Applying this methodology to confirm the estimates of Pol
II density obtained using quantitation curves, we observe that loss of PCR product occurs at
dilutions of ChIPed DNA (Fig 1D) consistent with the quantitative estimates of copy number.
Although reactions can fail and false positives can occur, dilution to zero, nevertheless, pro-
vides an estimate of copy number that is independent of PCR product intensity at higher geno-
mic DNA concentrations.

Comparison of Pol II and mRNA levels implies increased Fos mRNA
stability
If Pol II ChIP experiments for Fos accurately reflect the initial wave of newly activated Pol II,
then increasing mRNA should be evident shortly after the Pol II reaches the 3’end of the gene.
Indeed, microarray analysis shows polyadenylated mRNA begins accumulating within 5 min
of α1aAR stimulation (Fig 1E) concurrent with Pol II arrival (Fig 1B). Quantitative PCR, which
in this case reports intron 2 excision (Fig 1A), shows an increase in spliced mRNA by 7 min-
utes. As random priming generates cDNA from both pre-mRNA and mature mRNA, relative
expression estimated by qPCR represents the change in “total”mRNA containing the target
sequence. Aside from this early temporal difference, Fos mRNA levels determined by microar-
ray analysis and qPCR are similar (Fig 1E), including the maximal 165-fold increase reported
by the qPCR measurement (Fig 1F). Because transcription (Pol II density) and mRNA levels
(qPCR) display coordinated periods of stable activated expression, relative changes can be
compared directly. For Fos, the observed transcriptional increase of 27-fold reported by Pol II
ChIP is insufficient to account for the 165-fold upregulation of mRNA, suggesting increased
stability contributed ~6-fold to the maximal increased mRNA levels (Fig 1F). As the increases
in Fos transcription and mRNA have been redundantly established, this estimate provides a
quantitative measure of the contribution of increased mRNA stability. Although the estimate
depends on constant transcriptional velocity before and after stimulation, transcription in
these experiments is probably rapid and fairly constant, as suggested by both our data (see
below) and previously published results [46, 60, 61].

Pol II ChIP analysis of Nr4a3
One of the genes most upregulated by α1aAR stimulation was Nr4a3, a medically important
[51, 52] member of a family of transcription factors frequently activated by cellular stress [62,
63] including ischemia (S2 Table). As shown in the gene schematic (Fig 2A), one isoform of
Nr4a3 is about 40 kbp in length; however, short isoforms that terminate internally have been
identified. Non-quantitative analysis of Pol II density using 1/200 of standard ChIP (Fig 2B)
reveals a near absence of basal transcription in non-proximal regions (1949–39565 bp) that is
informational given most of these primers are capable of single copy PCR. In contrast, unam-
biguous Pol II signal at the promoter (-1343, -331, -329 bp) strongly suggests PPP is preventing
productive elongation. Importantly, promoter proximal Pol II shows increasing density for a
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Fig 2. Analysis of Nr4a3 activation by Pol II ChIP, Matrix ChIP, Microarray and qPCR.Combined schematic (A) of long and short Nr4a3 isoforms
showing locations of ChIP primers relative to the TSS of the longer form as well as the TaqMan qPCR primer set (bar). (B) Temporal Pol II ChIP analysis
using DNA ChIPed from extract equivalent to 2500 genome copies. (C) Analysis of relative mRNA levels. Agilent microarray analysis (●) of polyadenylated
mRNA and TaqMan qPCR analysis (�) of total mRNA (mRNA + pre-mRNA) using upstream primers spanning an intron common to long and short transcripts
(see schematic). (D) Comparative TaqMan qPCR analysis with oligo dT and random hexamer primed cDNA. Analysis shows parallel formation of short
polyadenylated mRNAs and total mRNA. Data are the averages of two experiment presented with a linear Y-axis to accent similarity. (E) Summary of
transcriptional activity. Pol II density expressed as percent precipitation efficiency. 1mRNAmeasurements based on TaqMan qPCR for early total mRNA and
microarray for polyadenylated long mRNA. (F) Matrix ChIP quantitation of Pol II density based on the 4H8 anti-CTD antibody and analyzed using qPCR
(SYBRGreen) at the indicated sites relative to annotated TSS (S4 Table).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0134442.g002
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period of time after receptor stimulation, but prior to release of polymerase into productive
elongation (Fig 2B and Fig A in S3 Fig). This behavior demonstrates that pausing of Pol II, and
not the increase in Pol II recruitment, remains rate limiting for a period of time following acti-
vation. One consequence of low basal activity is that early faint Pol II signals are not hidden by
signal from basal transcription. For most primers, faint Pol II density precedes the dominant
wave of transcription (Fig 2B), but is lost upon five-fold reduction of ChIP input DNA (Fig A
in S3 Fig). A very unusual aspect of Nr4a3 behavior is the failure of primers immediately down-
stream of the proximal pause position (79, 908, 1258 bp) to reflect proximally bound polymer-
ase (Fig 2B and Fig A in S3 Fig). One explanation is a sonication-induced DNA break that
obligatorily occurs on the 3’ side of the paused Pol II at a vulnerable point near the polymerase.
Potentially related was the unusual behavior of the primer sets upstream (-2017 bp) and down-
stream (79 bp) of the paused Pol II. These primer sets produced inexplicable patterns relative
to close neighboring primers that are starkly apparent with lower ChIP input (Fig 2B and Fig A
in S3 Fig), and also failed to effectively amplify genomic DNA (Fig A in S3 Fig). A likely inter-
pretation, particularly given the single sided cleavage associated with the Nr4a3 promoter
region, is that restructuring of promoter proximal complexes upon activation leads to changes
in signal due to altered sonication-induced cleavage.

Quantitatively, the near absence of basal Nr4a3 transcription in Fig 2B suggests Pol II den-
sity is less than 0.04% (<1 copy) and almost certainly less than<0.01%, as product is produced
in less than a quarter of the reactions prior to gene activation. Indeed, even this signal may be a
consequence of non-specific precipitation, as some background is inevitable in ChIP experi-
ments. If the signal were entirely due to non-specific background it places a lower limit on the
dynamic range of the Pol II ChIP assay (i.e. ~0.01%). Analysis of Nr4a3 activation with 5-fold
less ChIP DNA brought activated signal within the dynamic range of the standard curve and
still showed relatively even density along the gene (Fig A in S3 Fig). However, regression analy-
sis revealed a statistically significant decrease in more distal regions (Fig B in S1 Fig) that is
readily apparent in a comparative time course (Fig B in S2 Fig). Additionally, Pol II density
in the first part of the gene was statistically higher (5.5%) by Student’s t-test than later in the
gene where density was 3.3% (p<0.0025). The large increase in Pol II density associated with
synthesis of the sequence common to both transcripts (>550-fold), appears to account for
nearly all of the observed increase in mRNA (1,380-fold) reported by qPCR analysis of the
combined signal (Fig 2C and 2E), indicating increased mRNA stability plays little role in Nr4a3
upregulation.

Matrix ChIP analysis of Pol II density on the Nr4a3 supports ChIP results
As additional support for the Pol II ChIP methodology, we wished to compare our results to an
alternative Pol II ChIP procedure. To this end, we adapted the high throughput Matrix ChIP
procedure [49] and employed the anti-Pol II antibody, 4H8, to precipitate Pol II from extracts
produced by our protocol. The 4H8 monoclonal antibody was raised against a CTD peptide
containing 10 heptapeptide repeats phosphorylated at Ser5, but appears to bind both unpho-
sphorylated and phosphorylated forms of the CTD. Perhaps because our ChIP extracts used
detergents that were not optimized for the Matrix ChIP system, high background signal was
observed in untreated samples limiting the dynamic range available for analysis. Nevertheless,
matrix ChIP analysis employing qPCR at 7 primer locations along Nr4a3 (Fig 2F), revealed Pol
II behavior essentially identical to that of standard ChIP including promoter associated
increases in density at 3 and 5 minutes (-102, 497 bp), entry into productive elongation by 7
min (5166 bp) and the absence of significant distal density at 10 min (25598 bp). Matrix ChIP
estimates of Pol II density also showed a reduction in distal Pol II signal (Fig 2F, 30 and 60
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min.) that was similar to that of reported by standard ChIP. The apparent decrease in distal
density observed by both assays could reflect pS5 dephosphorylation; however, an actual
decrease in Pol II density seemed more likely, given the proximal and distal regions are sepa-
rated by an internal polyadenylation site.

In light of lower levels of distal Pol II, it is noteworthy that ChIP data (Fig 2B) provides
modest evidence of a very faint Pol II signature extending across most of the Nr4a3 gene at 7
min (18743, 24008 and 27993 bp) that is blunted at 10 min (18743 bp). Concordant with this
failure of transcription to extend beyond mid-gene at 10 minutes, microarray analysis detecting
only the long polyadenylated isoform actually reports a drop in message levels at 15 minutes,
in contrast to qPCR employing upstream primers common to the short and long isoforms (Fig
2C). Further, qPCR employing these common upstream primers showed concordant increases
(Fig 2D) whether analysis used cDNA primed with random hexamers (pre-mRNA + mRNA)
or oligo-dT (only mRNA), demonstrating expression of a polyadenylated short isoform soon
after arrival of Pol II. Attempts to use qPCR to quantitate the fraction of message diverted into
a short isoform were unsuccessful, as analysis of low basal message was too variable to establish
a modest 2-fold difference in relative activation. Nevertheless, these data demonstrate elevated
transcription early in the Nr4a3 gene is associated with polyadenylation of the short isoform
and suggests this polyadenylation site delays transcription of the long isoform.

Initial transcriptional velocity on the Nr4a3 gene is rapid
Despite the lack of significant Nr4a3 expression prior to α1aAR stimulation, initial transcrip-
tional velocity appeared to be very rapid. The first polymerases exit the promoter proximal
region within 3 to 5 minutes and reach the distal end of the gene within 15 minutes (Fig 2B).
Analysis of the dominant wave of transcription showed a very similar profile, as Pol II leaves
the promoter around 5 minutes and reaches 34842 bp by 15 minutes (Fig 2B and Fig A in S3
Fig). Although precise estimation of velocity is problematic due to the length of the time win-
dows, reasonable interpretation indicates a velocity at or above 3,500 bp/minute, even though
the gene was essentially inactive prior to receptor stimulation. Singh and Padgett have used an
application of qPCR to show that Pol II can transcribe very long genes at velocities near 4 kbp/
minute [46]. Because PCR analysis of cDNAs avoids inherent limitations associated with Pol II
ChIP (i.e. large DNA fragment size and promoter proximal signal), randomly primed cDNA
derived from the same RNA employed for microarray and qPCR analysis, was used to analyze
Nr4a3 transcriptional velocity with Pol II ChIP primers. Focusing on the initial rise in product,
the first significant amount of pre-mRNA (Fig B in S3 Fig) was observed concurrent with Pol II
exit from the promoter proximal region at about 5 minutes, and later as Pol II traversed much
of the gene within 15 minutes (27993, 34842 bp). Agreement between arrival of the main wave
of Pol II (Fig A in S3 Fig) and the initial increase in pre-mRNA (Fig B in S3 Fig) is striking and
again suggests transcriptional velocity of at least 3,500 bp/minute. Because basal activity is
absent, the initial increase in pre-mRNAs is not due to changes in RNA stability and neither is
there any signal from genomic DNA contamination.

Rapid activation of Nr4a1 without a prepositioned polymerase
A second member of the Nr4a family of stress response genes, Nr4a1, is also strongly upregu-
lated by cardiac ischemia and α1aAR stimulation (S2 Table). Following agonist addition, Pol II
ChIP revealed complex transcriptional behavior requiring many primer pairs at the positions
indicated in the Nr4a1 gene schematic (Fig 3A). Non-quantitative analysis using 1/200 of stan-
dard ChIP (Fig 3B), shows no basal concentration of Pol II near any transcription start site, but
does show modest levels of basal transcription, most of which appears to originate from a
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putative TSS(b) upstream of the dominant TSS (Fig 3A). Consistent with the position of TSS
(b), this region is near the start site for a recently referenced rat gene (XM_006242358.2) and
orthologous to conserved sequence containing a putative human TSS (i.e. NM_173158.1). At
this ChIP input, signal saturation was apparent within 7 minutes of receptor stimulation on the
dominant transcriptional unit and 11 kbp upstream (Fig 3B) near the location where the recent

Fig 3. Temporal Pol II ChIP analysis of Nr4a1 shows a distinct basal and two activatedmRNAs. (A) Schematic of Nr4a1 gene including upstream
TSSs. Primer locations are indicated relative to the dominant TSS. (B) Non-quantitative Pol II ChIP with high input DNA (2500 genome copies) suggests
most basal transcriptional activity originates from the upstream TTS(b) location. Activated Pol II density shows signal saturation downstream of both the
dominant TSS and second activated TSS(c). (C) Quantitative Pol II ChIP using input DNA from 500 genome copies. Pol II density from activated TSS(c) is
within dynamic range. (D) Summary of transcriptional activity. Pol II density expressed as percent precipitation efficiency. TaqMan qPCR primer set used to
quantitate Fold-Δ in total mRNA (shown in next panel). (E) Analysis of relative Nr4a1 mRNA levels. Agilent microarray analysis (●) of polyadenylated mRNA
and TaqMan qPCR analysis (�) of total mRNA (mRNA + pre-mRNA) following excision of the terminal intron.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0134442.g003
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genome build [Rnor_6.0] annotates a TSS (-11644 bp). However, ChIP analysis using 5-fold
less input DNA (Fig 3C) showed upstream signal to be less than that associated with the domi-
nant TSS, which continues to display saturating signal (-893 to 9176 bp).

Despite its complexity, the image of Nr4a1 gene activation in Fig 3C provides an interpret-
able contour map of transcriptional activity. Between primers displaying little signal before
(-16302, -15286 bp) and after (11848, 13137 bp) the transcribed regions, the two distinct areas
of activated transcription are obvious. Although no TSS initially exhibits PPP, Pol II density
proximal to the dominant TSS (-893, 286) increased prior to the start of productive elongation
and both activated promoters appear to display slightly elevated density. Activation of the
dominant genetic unit is rapid, as Pol II exits the promoter proximal regions by 3 min (2059,
2657 bp) and reaches the end of the gene by 5 min (7626 bp). Relative to the dominant start
site, the upstream TSS(c) initiates transcription later and downregulates sooner. Over unique
upstream sequence, transcription initiated from TSS(c) appears rapid and presumably contin-
ues to the common polyadenylation site. The image also suggests sustained transcription from
TSS(b) consistent with faint proximal signals at 3 and 5 minutes (-6974, -6087 bp).

Quantitatively, basal Nr4a1 transcription originating largely from TSS(b) displayed Pol II
signal below the quantitation curve across the gene (Fig 3C); however, nearly all primers pro-
duced signal. Specifically, 28/32 unstimulated points produced detectable product, suggesting a
Poisson derived value of ~2 copies/reaction (ChIP efficiency of ~0.4%), consistent with the dis-
appearance of most basal signal from an analysis using 2.5-fold less input ChIP DNA (S4 Fig).
At this lowest input, quantitation across the dominant transcriptional unit showed similar Pol
II densities and yielded an average value of 8.7% (Fig 3D and S4 Fig). Across the coding regions
of Nr4a1, comparison of basal and activated Pol II densities suggest transcriptional upregula-
tion of 22-fold (Fig 3D). Given the activated Pol II density attributable to the upstream TSS(c)
was 3.2% (from Fig 3C), this initiation site appears to be responsible for about one third of the
total message synthesis (Fig 3D). Consistent with transcriptional completion by the earliest
polymerases around 5 minutes, microarray analysis shows polyadenylated mRNA levels rising
by 7 minutes slightly ahead of terminal splice site removal reported by qPCR (Fig 3E). Quanti-
tatively, qPCR was in agreement with microarray data and reported a 560-fold increase in
mRNA levels (Fig 3D). In combination with the 22-fold increase in transcription suggested by
increased Pol II density, this value implies a 25-fold increase in message stability and a major
role for mRNA stabilization in Nr4a1 activation.

Transcriptional velocity on Nfil3 is rapid but expression is delayed
E4bp4 protein (Nfil3) is a transcription factor encoded by a gene annotated as 15 kbp in length
(Fig 4A) and involved in stress and immune responses as well as circadian rhythms [64]; all
processes that may be regulated by α1aARs. Despite complications, analysis of Nfil3 activation
revealed high transcription velocity coupled with cotranscriptional regulation that delayed
expression of mature message. Problematically, Pol II ChIP showed both basal and activated
density shifted downstream relative to the expected TSS (Fig 4B), with the later shown by accu-
mulated measurements for each primer set (Fig 4D). Subsequent analysis of pre-mRNA
expression using ChIP primers demonstrated a nearly complete absence of pre-RNA synthesis
immediately downstream of the expected start site (Fig 4C: 319, 344 bp). However, a recently
predicted mRNA variant (X1) initiates downstream (2183 bp) and could explain both the low
level of upstream Pol II (-614 bp) and the range of proximal density common to basal and acti-
vated Pol II (319–3481 bp). Both increased Pol II (Fig 4B) and pre-mRNA (Fig 4C) suggest
promoter escape by 5 minutes and arrival at the 3’ terminus by 7 minutes, consistent with
qPCR analysis directed at sequence within the final exon that also shows a small increase at 7
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Fig 4. Analysis of Nfil3 activation shows rapid transcription but delayedmRNAmaturation. (A) Schematic of Nfil3 gene showing primer locations
relative to the annotated TSS. Putative TSS and PolyA sites also shown. (B) Quantitative Pol II ChIP experiment using input DNA equivalent to 500–1000
genome copies. Profiles are representative (n = 3–5) except for primer at 319 (n = 1). (C) Qualitative PCR analysis of pre-mRNA expression using Nfil3 ChIP
primers. The number of source cells used to produce cDNA for each profile is shown at the far left. 2,100 cells corresponds to input cDNA from 12.5 ng of total
RNA. Negative images are presented to distinguish PCR analysis of pre-mRNAs from Pol II ChIP data. (D) Accumulated Pol II ChIP data from 2 to 4
independent measurements. Error bars indicate SEM, except for points with only two values (thicker error bars indicate the difference from average). (E)
Summary of transcriptional activity. Pol II density expressed as percent precipitation efficiency. TaqMan qPCR primer set used to quantitate Fold-Δ in total
mRNA. (F) Analysis of mRNA levels. Agilent microarray analysis (●) of polyadenylated mRNA and TaqMan qPCR analysis (�) of total mRNA (mRNA + pre-
mRNA) directed at terminal exon sequence. (G) Comparative TaqMan qPCR analysis of oligo dT and random hexamer primed cDNA. Profiles shows early
pre-mRNA synthesis relative to delayed formation of the polyadenylated mRNA. Replicated data presented on a linear Y-axis to accent the temporal
divergence.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0134442.g004
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minutes (Fig 4F). Together, these results demonstrate the initial wave of Pol II displayed rapid
transcriptional velocity near 4,000 bp/min. Further complicating analysis, none of the 3’ primer
pairs (15089, 17410, 18054 bp) were part of the annotated Nfil3 mRNA, nevertheless, expres-
sion of these target sequences was robust (Fig 4C) and the profiles matched qPCR analysis
directed at the terminal exon (Fig 4F), suggesting these sequences have been incorporated into
mature messages. Of interest, pre-mRNA analysis (Fig 4C) showed a faint “pre” wave of tran-
scription, which was proximal at 2 minutes (2426, 3481 bp) and more distal at 3 minutes
(7233–17410 bp) followed in each case by a reduction in pre-mRNA levels.

Quantitative analysis of Nfil3 shows upregulation was a result of increased transcription
related to Pol II recruitment and partial abrogation of pausing. In proximal regions, Pol II den-
sity before activation (0–2 min) was 0.80% as compared to a density of 6% during the plateau
of activated expression, clearly demonstrating a substantial increase in recruitment (Fig 4E).
Basal Pol II density near the center of the gene was below the lowest quantitation point con-
taining 3.1 genomic copies (0.3% ChIP efficiency); however, signal was usually present sug-
gesting a density of 0.1% to 0.2% (Fig 4E). A modest if partial reduction in pausing is suggested
by the drop in the traveling ratio from 4–8 to 2 following gene activation (Fig 4D and 4E). As
Pol II density near the center of the Nfil3 gene increased 14- to 29-fold following activation,
increased transcription is ultimately responsible for the 18-fold increase measured by qPCR
(Fig 4E).

Early transcription of the Nfil3 gene leads to pre-mRNA degradation
Following Nfil3 activation, increased Pol II density appears to be associated with the region
near the annotated polyadenylation site (Fig 4B and 4D). Although activated Pol II density in
the 3’ region was not statistically higher, this pattern was apparent in individual experiments
(data not shown) and is also present under basal conditions, suggesting a pause associated with
3’ end formation as has been reported for some genes [65, 66]. Importantly, this 3’ pause was
associated with failure of microarray analysis to detect a substantive increase in polyadenylated
mRNA at 7 or even 10 minutes despite the fact that qPCR (Fig 4F), a well as Pol II ChIP (Fig
4B) and pre-mRNA PCR (Fig 4C), show increased transcription of distal sequence. Evidence
suggests weak polyadenylation sites can induce pre-mRNA degradation [18, 19], thus it was
possible that the inefficient polyadenylation at the annotated site led to degradation of nascent
pre-mRNA. To confirm the discrepancy between pre-mRNA and polyadenylated mRNA with
a single technology, we used qPCR to analyze cDNA synthesized using random hexamer or
oligo-dT primers to compare expression of total mRNA (pre-mRNA+mRNA) to polyadeny-
lated mRNA (Fig 4F). Use of a linear y-axis scale makes it clear that production of polyadeny-
lated mRNA remains consistently below that observed with random priming from 10 to 30
minutes. Given that new transcription continues to be initiated (Fig 4B), this failure to increase
polyA mRNA implies pre-mRNA degradation, particularly since the time gap observed
between pre-mRNA synthesis and polyadenylation (Fig 4G) is long (>10 minutes) relative to
the times (~min) required for degradation [18, 19]. It should be recognized that demonstrating
the transient existence of an unstable message is non-trivial [17], and that incompatible mea-
surements of the pre-mRNA and polyadenylated mRNAmay be the best available indicator of
degradation. Of obvious importance to Nfil3 expression, 30 to 40 minutes after gene activation
total RNA and polyadenylated mRNA equalized (Fig 4F and 4G), suggesting nascent pre-
mRNA degradation was no longer regulating induced expression. Potentially consistent with a
coordinated process linking initiation to termination, Nfil3 was the only gene that showed
increased Pol II density at 30 and 60 minutes (Fig E in S2 Fig).
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Transcription of the Dusp5 gene is rapid
Another relatively long IEG gene, Dusp5, is about 13 kbp in length (Fig 5A) and codes for a
nuclear phosphatase that inactivates MAPKs [67], presumably generating feedback inhibition
of α1aAR-induced activation. ChIP analysis (Fig 5B) shows Pol II exited the promoter proximal
region of Dusp5 between 2 and 3 minutes (2789, 4881 bp) and traversed most of the gene by
5 min (9599, 11273 bp), consistent with a transcriptional velocity of ~4,000 bp/min. Trans-
cription reached an activated plateau by 7 minutes (Fig 5B) during which Pol II density was
statistically constant across the gene (Fig D in S1 Fig) and at time points from 7 to 60 minutes
(Fig D in S2 Fig). Activation of the Dusp5 gene appears to involve increased recruitment
and partial abrogation of pausing; however, for unknown reasons basal density downstream
(2028–4881 bp) of the expected proximal region was higher than at more distal locations
(Fig 5D). The low signal on the distal body of the gene was usually present but generally
below the lowest standard (3.1 copies) and presumably represented 0.2–0.4% ChIP efficiency
(1–2 copies). Comparison of this crude value to activated expression levels (5%), suggested an
increase in transcription of>12-fold, which could account for the 21-fold increase in mRNA
measured by qPCR (Fig 5C and 5D). Given the uncertainties, efforts to more accurately estab-
lish the relative contributions of recruitment, pausing and increased mRNA stability were not
pursued.

Fig 5. Pol II ChIP analysis of Dusp5 activation shows rapid transcription. (A) Schematic of Dusp5 gene showing primer locations relative to the
annotated TSS. (B) Quantitative Pol II ChIP experiment using input DNA equivalent to 500 genome copies. Profiles are representative (n = 2–3). (C) Analysis
of Dusp5 mRNA levels. Agilent microarray analysis (●) of polyadenylated mRNA and TaqMan qPCR analysis (�) of total mRNA (mRNA + pre-mRNA). (D)
Summary of transcriptional activity. Pol II density expressed as percent precipitation efficiency. TaqMan qPCR primer set used to quantitate Fold-Δ in total
mRNA.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0134442.g005
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Upregulation of Gprc5a is delayed by an intragenic transcriptional pause
The orphan G protein coupled receptor, Gprc5a, is also upregulated by cellular exposure to ret-
inoic acid and may inhibit cell proliferation [68], potentially suggesting a role in the antiproli-
ferative phenotype of the α1aAR. The promoter proximal region of Gprc5a gene (Fig 6A)
shows increased Pol II density within 3 and 5 minutes of receptor stimulation prior to polymer-
ase escape between 5 and 7 minutes (Fig 6B). Although the dominant wave of Pol II traverses
~30% of the gene by 7 min, density in distal regions (12646–21147 bp) increased only modestly
prior to 15 min (Fig 6B and 6C). Comparing the time dependence of increasing Pol II density
between early and distal regions of the gene revealed a substantial early gap that is abrogated
by 15 minutes (Fig 6D). Consistent with a transcriptional block near the center of the Gprc5a
gene, basal density was also elevated in the early gene body (Fig 6C). The functional signifi-
cance of intragenic transcriptional blockade is supported by the failure of early transcription to
produce significant amounts of pre-mRNA (qPCR) or polyadenylated mRNA (microarray)
until after the internal block disappears (Fig 6E). In addition, the failure of Pol II that evades
blockade to substantially increase polyadenylated message prior to 20 minutes suggests tran-
scriptional events were linked to slow polyadenylation. Quantitatively, Pol II density in distal

Fig 6. Temporal Pol II ChIP analysis of Gprc5a activation reveals a transcriptional pause. (A) Schematic of Gprc5a gene showing ChIP primer
locations relative to the annotated TSS. (B) Quantitative Pol II ChIP experiment using input DNA equivalent to 2500 genome copies. Profiles are
representative (n = 2–3). (C) Summary of transcriptional activity. Pol II density expressed as percent precipitation efficiency. TaqMan qPCR primer set used
to quantitate Fold-Δ in total mRNA. (D) Temporal comparison of Pol II density on the early and distal parts of the Gpcr5a gene. The profiles are statistically
different by two-way ANOVA and the Bonferroni post-test identifies statistical difference at 7 (p<0.01) and 10 (p<0.001) minutes (indicated by #). (E) Analysis
of Gpcr5a mRNA levels. Agilent microarray analysis (●) of polyadenylated mRNA and TaqMan qPCR analysis (�) of total mRNA (mRNA + pre-mRNA).
Microarray directed at sequence within the second exon.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0134442.g006
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regions before and after activation produced respective ChIP efficiencies of 0.2±0.6% and
1.5±0.4% (Fig 6C), indicating an 8-fold increase in transcription that accounts for much of the
18-fold increase in mRNA (Fig 6E), but may also suggest a second mechanism.

Discussion
Based on a limited set of genes, analysis of IEG expression using Pol II ChIP and mRNA analy-
sis suggests gene regulation will often involve both recruitment and post-recruitment mecha-
nisms. This analysis was able to distinguish increased recruitment of Pol II and regulation of
mRNA stability from co-transcriptionally regulated mechanisms including: abrogation of pro-
moter proximal pausing, intragenic transcriptional blocks, and delayed mRNAmaturation due
to polyadenylation associated mRNA degradation (Fig 7). Even though co-transcriptional reg-
ulatory mechanisms were present for 5/6 of the genes analyzed, increased recruitment was a
substantial factor contributing to increased mRNA levels for all six genes. Consequently, simple
release of lower levels of basal Pol II from promoter proximal regions could not have induced
full gene activation. Techniques for measuring genetic mechanisms (Fig 7) are generally per-
formed under different assay conditions and are not quantitatively comparable, thus it is diffi-
cult to use these methods to infer the relative importance of the individual mechanisms. As this
information is essential to delineating the role of specific cell signaling pathways in activating
particular genetic mechanisms, current understanding of the process employed by these signal-
ing pathways to integrate genetic mechanisms is necessarily incomplete. For IEG activation
during severe stress, the time required to complete the transcriptional process is also impor-
tant, as cells must race to produce mature mRNAs in the face of deteriorating energetic situa-
tions [69] and translational shutdown [69, 70]. Integrated temporal analysis simultaneously
addresses the relative importance of major mechanisms of gene regulation (Fig 7) both tempo-
rally and quantitatively. Although long IEG genes could possess unusual characteristics, tem-
poral analysis of these six genes displayed a broad range of regulatory mechanisms that may be
of general relevance.

Conceptually, it is clear that Pol II ChIP can measure polymerase density at any location
along a gene as transcriptional activation proceeds [56]. Nevertheless, difficulties inherent to
the procedure have presumably prevented widespread application to temporal dissection of
mammalian gene activation. Beyond the technical challenges, fundamental assumptions have
not been established and one of these, random DNA cleavage, violates the intuitive view that
single strand DNA created by protein association is more likely to produce sonication induced
breaks. Consistent with this idea, biological context has been shown to influence sonication-
induced DNA cleavage [57]. As described above, we observe ChIP signals associated with

Fig 7. Schematic illustrating the dominant regulatory events that control IEG expression. Together,
Pol II ChIP and mRNA expression analysis can determine both the temporal effect and relative contribution of
major transcriptional events to gene activation, including Pol II recruitment, promoter proximal pausing,
internal and polyadenylation associated transcriptional blocks and control of mRNA stability. Gene names
indicate events regulated during activation of the indicated gene.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0134442.g007
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pausing of Nr4a3 that strongly suggest non-random DNA cleavage has impacted apparent Pol
II density. In addition, ChIP primer sets that produce products that cross the promoter proxi-
mal region were avoided as such primers performed badly in the past (e.g. PPIA and GAPDH
in [48]), we suspect due to DNA cleavage near the paused polymerase that destroyed the
sequence necessary for PCR.

The presence of paused promoter proximal polymerase at some human [71, 72] and many
drosophila [73] genes has been recognized for decades; however, only recently has the general-
ity of PPP been unequivocally established in mammals [10–15]. Quite problematically for
mammalian studies, Pol II phosphorylation patterns detected by Pol II ChIP are superficially
similar to early observations in yeast, which suggested distal pS5 dephosphorylation. These
early studies employed 3 monoclonal antibodies with specificities to different CTD phosphory-
lations in part due to their high affinities [48] presumably resulting from multisite binding to
the repetitive CTD [74]. These antibodies were the IgM class H14 that requires CTD phosphor-
ylation at S5 (pS2 permissive), the IgG class, 8WG16, which binds the unphosphorylated CTD
(pS5 but not pS2 permissive), and another IgM class antibody, H5, which has more affinity for
pS2 than pS5 but prefers doubly phosphorylated repeats [75, 76]. Because early ChIP studies in
yeast also employed effective non-CTD antibodies that reported constant Pol II densities across
genes [55, 75, 77], the disappearance of H14 detectable signal as Pol II traveled distally was
interpreted as pS5 dephosphorylation [75, 77]. However, more recent higher efficiency Pol II
ChIP experiments with pS5 specific antibodies have demonstrated a more even distribution of
polymerase across yeast genes, implying pS5 is present during elongation [78–81]. Surprisingly,
in both yeast [75] and mammals [48], the 8WG16 and H5 antibodies display reciprocal pat-
terns of Pol II precipitation, suggesting either rapid S2 phosphorylation that prevents recogni-
tion by the 8WG16 antibody, or a distinctly different CTD conformation cooperatively
induced by the presence of nonsaturating pS2. Although, other CTD antibodies are now avail-
able [78, 82], the specificity of these antibodies is often poorly documented.

In contrast to yeast, analysis of Pol II density on mammalian genes has always shown pS5 to
be maintained in distal regions of these much longer genes. While early Pol II ChIP studies in
human HeLa and LNCaP cells using the H14 (pS5) antibody did show higher Pol II density at
the 5’ end of genes, concurrent analysis with Pol II N20 (total polymerase) produced a very
similar pattern, demonstrating phosphorylation was maintained [48, 83]. Concordance
between Pol II density patterns reported by ChIP analysis with the N20 and H14 antibodies
has also been observed in others mammalian models [17, 59, 84–87]. In agreement with these
results, a newer pS5 specific monoclonal antibody (3E8) produced the same profile as total
polymerase across the T cell receptor beta gene [82]. Thus, in controlled studies, the ability of
H14-based ChIP to accurately report the density of mammalian Pol II is better established than
is the case for most CTD antibodies, at least through the polyadenylation signal.

The Pol II density near the promoters of unstimulated Nr4a3, Fos, Dusp5 and Nfil3 genes
was almost certainly due to PPP and the most common co-transcriptional mechanism of acti-
vation involved partial or full abrogation of basal PPP. Although proximal Pol II pausing is
reported as a single value, the mechanistic details of pausing remain unclear and may involve
diverse modes of action; however, these issues are beyond the scope of the current study.
Among the genes studied here, only Fos showed complete abrogation of pausing. Importantly,
uniform density across the activated Fos gene would not have been observed if significant
amounts of anti-sense transcription were producing signal in the Pol II ChIP assay. Very
recently, Ahrner and coworkers performed genome wide time courses of induced transcription
start site usage in 33 mammalian cell models following multiple stimuli [88]. Even though their
methods should have detected capped anti-sense transcripts, none of the six genes analyzed in
the present study produced significant anti-sense signal, providing a strong indication our
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results have not been impacted by this phenomenon. For Fos, the 2.4-fold decrease in traveling
ratio could have provided only a fraction of the 170-fold increase in maximal message levels. In
contrast, PPP on Nr4a3 was essentially complete prior to activation and for about 5 minutes
thereafter. Even though abrogation of pausing was a dominant rate-limiting mechanism in
Nr4a3 activation, increased recruitment contributed substantially to increased expression.
Activation of the Dusp5 and Nfil3 also appears to involve partial abrogation of pausing. On the
other hand, PPP was not apparent on the Nr4a1 and Gprc5a genes under basal conditions,
unambiguously demonstrating release of a prepositioned polymerase did not contribute to
gene activation. Although abrogation of PPP was a common mechanism of activation, elonga-
tion was temporally separable from Pol II recruitment on the Nr4a3, Nr4a1 and Nfil3 genes, as
proximal Pol II density increased prior to polymerase exit from the promoter region. This
apparent PPP-induced delay in productive elongation supports the concept that pausing
ensures a properly assembled elongation complex [89]. Although we have not focused on acute
“pre” waves of transcription as apparent in the Nfil3 pre-mRNA profile, the reduction in tran-
scription at the time point following the initial wave also suggests a fidelity mechanism associ-
ated with pausing. For most genes a minor increase in the speed of expression due to Pol II
“prepositioning” seems of modest biological significance; however, the need to maintain fidel-
ity in control of expression is obviously universal.

Given the established role of mRNA stability in the activation of immediate early genes, the
increased mRNA stability observed for Fos and Nr4a1 was not unexpected. In this report
increased mRNA stability was deduced from the difference between transcriptional upregula-
tion (Pol II ChIP) and increased mRNA levels, an approach that despite caveats has the advan-
tage of implicit use of a single assay condition. As applied here, this approach requires reliable
Pol II ChIP and mRNA quantitations and cannot dependably establish small changes
(<2-fold) in mRNA stability, as may have occurred for Dusp5. In addition, the quantitative
estimate is dependent on the assumption that basal transcriptional velocity is equal to activated
velocity. Although we have not established this fact, basal transcription on many mammalian
genes appears to be rapid [60, 61] and relatively minor differences within the range of 3 to 4 kb
min would require modest correction to implied transcription rates based on increased Pol II
density. Further, for Fos and Nr4a1, increased mRNA stability appears to be important for
accelerating upregulation beyond that possible with transcription alone, as apparent Pol II den-
sities of ~10% were close to that of the highly expressed GAPDH gene (e.g. ~15% see [48]), sug-
gesting near maximal rate of transcription.

During studies elucidating the process of the 3’ end formation, the Proudfoot and Martin-
son laboratories recently discovered a novel paradigm in gene regulation involving polyadeny-
lation associated pre-mRNA degradation [18, 19]. Earlier studies had shown that
polyadenylation and transcription termination were linked [90, 91] and accompanied by tran-
scriptional pausing [92, 93] associated with CPSF complex binding to the newly synthesized
hexanucleotide polyadenylation signal of the pre-mRNA [93–95]. Although cleavage and poly-
adenylation at efficient sites can take place within 10 to 20 seconds [96], cleavage at inefficient
sites is not only delayed [93], but is also associated with much lower production of mature
mRNA [97]. Concordantly, decreased transcriptional velocity associated with 3’ pausing has
now been shown to induce PolyA-dependent degradation of pre-mRNA when 3’ cleavage and
polyadenylation is delayed even by a minute [18, 19]. Together, these studies strongly suggest
polyadenylation plays a direct role in gene regulation, in addition to the indirect effects that
alternative polyadenylation has on mRNA stability [98]. Our analysis of both Nfil3 and Gprc5a
imply polyadenylation-associated degradation, given that the dominant wave of Pol II tran-
scribes through the annotated PolyA site without producing a substantive and concordant
increase in polyadenylated message. For Nfil3, the lag of nearly 10 minutes observed before
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polyadenylated mRNAs increases to the level of the pre-mRNAs, suggests an extended period
of pre-mRNA degradation that is eventually overcome. Importantly, this transience also
implies a secondary mechanism of gene activation that is engaged about 30 minutes after
receptor stimulation. Of potential relevance, a recent study suggests that high polymerase den-
sities in the 3’ region is uncommon [66], suggesting strong but infrequent 3’ pausing of Pol II
may indicate polyadenylation associated pre-mRNA degradation.

Distinct from the other genes, increased mRNA accumulation of the Gprc5 gene appeared
to be delayed as a consequence of slower transcriptional progression, similar to behavior
reported for the PUMA gene [17]. Pol II ChIP suggested the delay resulted from an intragenic
transcriptional block that was subsequently abrogated, leading to an even distribution of Pol II
across the activated gene. As the intragenic blockade on Gprc5a is also present under basal con-
ditions, abrogation appears to have contributed to the transcriptional response. Of note, this
phenomenon may be rare, as intragenic blockade has not been reported in multiple types of
“-omic” studies where it should have been apparent.

A priori, the theory that IEGs are short to enable rapid transcription is compelling, while the
temporal pattern of IEG activation and expression obviously controls the relative amounts of
individual transcripts as a stress response unfolds. Consequently, the time required for tran-
scriptional events during mRNA maturation is an element of IEG regulation whether or not
any particular mechanism impacts maximal or homeostatic expression levels. Rapid activation
occurred for all of the genes studied here, as Pol II recruitment increased on Nr4a1 by 2 min-
utes and on Fos, Nr4a3, Dusp5, Nfil3, Icer and Gprc5a by 3 to 5 minutes. Indeed, during Fos
activation most transcriptional events leading to mRNA maturation occurred within a 2-min-
ute window from 3 to 5 minutes after receptor stimulation. The fact that most IEG genes are
short and rapidly activated also highlights the extent to which long IEG genes are atypical; sug-
gesting a functional basis underlies their length. As described by Wada and coworkers, one
functional consequence of longer genes is “. . . the time spent transcribing . . . long introns, . . .
allow polymerases to convert space into time” [16]. Given the likelihood long IEG gene length
is meant to delay expression, it may be unsurprising that genes such as Nfil3 and Gprc5a use
additional mechanisms to control the time required for mRNAmaturation.

Although some studies suggest that a range of transcriptional velocities occur in mamma-
lian cells, transcription of IEGs induced by α1aAR stimulation was rapid and approached maxi-
mal observed rates [99, 100]. Pol II ChIP analysis of the Nr4a3 gene was particularly
informative and reported transcriptional velocities at or above 3.5 kbp/minute. Although time
windows were too widely spaced to unambiguously establish maximal velocities, analysis of at
least two genes, Dusp5 and Nfil3, strongly suggested rates near 4 kbp/min. Indeed, with the
exception of Gprc5a for which elongation was blocked, all of the genes analyzed here appear to
transcribe very rapidly. Other studies have suggested rapid mammalian transcription includ-
ing: 1) an early analysis of the 2,400 kbp dystrophin gene showing transcription of 2.4 kbp/min
[101], 2) a comprehensive confocal-based kinetic analysis that suggested maximal transcrip-
tional velocities of 4.3 kbp/min for a single polymerase [99] but implied much lower average
velocities, 3) a recent H14 Pol II ChIP/tiled array analysis [16] of long genes activated by tumor
necrosis factor-α, which transcribed at 3.1 kbp/min and 4) a compelling study of long genes by
Singh and Padget, which demonstrated transcriptional velocities of ~4 kbp/min on long genes
[46]. As has been noted [100], rapid transcription in the latter study could have resulted from
artificial activation of previously transcribed genes which retained characteristic histone modi-
fications often claimed to enable transcription. In contrast, our analysis of Nr4a3 provides evi-
dence that transcription can proceed at rates at or above 3.5 kbp/min on essentially inactive
genes subject to biologically relevant regulation.
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More recently, “-omic” approaches have been used to simultaneously estimate transcrip-
tional velocities on groups of genes, and while some report a range of velocities [102] others
suggest transcription is usually around 3.5 to 4 kbp/minute [60, 61]. One study suggested
velocities associated with upregulated transcription were lower at the beginning of gene expres-
sion but accelerated later in the gene [102]. While our Pol II ChIP data does not obviously sup-
port this view, 4/6 genes we analyzed trended toward higher densities at early time points (see
S2 Fig), suggesting a tendency for the initial wave of transcription to pause more frequently.
Such pausing would lead to somewhat lower average velocities, not necessarily apparent at the
leading edge of transcription. Using natural receptor ligands, the same study found velocities
were dependent on the gene, the activating signal and the level of gene expression [102].
Although the later observation could explain the high rates of transcription produced by
α1aAR stimulation, the probability that IEGs associated with stress responses are rapidly tran-
scribed seems high, given the need for acute expression and evidence supporting rapid tran-
scription [46, 60, 61]. Indeed, low velocity estimates may be due to transient pausing not
apparent in the widely spaced time points used in “-omic” analysis.

Evidence that Pol II density increases near splice junctions suggests a reduction in transcrip-
tional velocity [103]; however, these modest increases in density correspond to very transient
pauses that should have little impact on elongation velocity [60]. As our ChIP assay has fairly
low resolution, it was unlikely we would detect such short duration effects. It has been estab-
lished that polyadenylation is generally coupled to removal of the final intron [104, 105] and
detailed mechanistic studies suggest polyadenylation proceeds excision of the final intron [60,
106–108], which may in turn license transcription termination [109]. Concordantly, we
observed increased polyadenylated message slightly before (or concurrent with) excision of the
terminal intron of Nr4a1 and several other genes (Morris, unpublished).

Phenotypically, α1aAR stimulation is associated with a hypertrophic response in nonproli-
ferative myocytes [43] and an anti-proliferative hypertrophic response in most cellular models
including rat-1 fibroblasts [37, 45, 50]. In rat-1 cells, high agonist concentrations induce a
strong and partially sustained increase in intracellular calcium and p38 activation as well as
transient Jnk activation; Erk however, is acutely inhibited (see [37] and references therein).
These and other signaling pathways causally connected to α1aAR-induced gene activation [44]
create a distinct biological phenotypic that is quite different from that of the α1bAR and α1dAR.
This biologic divergence is particularly clear in the FANTOM analysis of start site usage for
more than 1000 cell and tissue models (available on the ZENBU browser), which shows high
α1aAR expression almost exclusively in differentiated human tissues (top 81/85). This in con-
trast to the other subtypes, whose expression is evenly distributed between proliferative and
differentiated models [110]. While it seems remarkable that α1aAR stimulation in the rat-1
fibroblasts has qualitatively recapitulated much of the IEG pattern produced by other cardio-
myocyte stress responses, quantitatively the responses are quite different (see S2 Table). Given
the results presented above, we presume that varied contributions from multiple mechanisms
will explain both similar and differential gene activation.

In mammals, IEGs are part of a complex interconnected set of signaling, transcriptional and
translational responses designed to respond to stress, mitigate cellular injury and facilitate the
removal of terminally damaged cells. In heart, Gq-coupled GPCRs including the α1aAR [111]
act in concert with other signaling pathways to respond to ischemic and other stresses, produc-
ing protective [40, 41], preconditioning [32, 33] and hypertrophic [112] responses. Given the
conservation of IEG expression across a wide range of cell types, these acutely expressed genes
will almost certainly play a conserved if ill defined role in protecting the heart and other organ
systems. As multi-level gene regulation appears common, determining the relative contribu-
tions of specific activating mechanisms may require integrated analysis for most genes.
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Eventually, integrated temporal analysis should enable investigation of the reciprocal interac-
tions between these genetic mechanisms, protein expression and cell signaling, as regulatory
cascades unfold into phenotypic responses.

Supporting Information
S1 Fig. Analysis of Pol II density across the transcriptional units following gene activation.
ChIP density estimates of Pol II density during the indicated period of maximal, activated
expression following α1aAR stimulation. Primer locations associated with 5’ end of upstream
primer relative to the transcription start site (i.e. TSS bp is 1). (A) Pol II density on Fos,
expressed as the number of precipitated DNA copies from a maximum of 200 copies, was con-
stant across proximal and distal regions indicating a complete abrogation of proximal pausing.
(B) Elevated promoter proximal Pol II density on Nr4a3 (500 copies max.) shows incomplete
abrogation of pausing, while a distal decrease in density was reported by regression analysis as
a negative slope (-0.28 copies/kbp) that was statistically significant (p = 0.022). Lower density
in distal regions is a consequence of partial transcription termination at an internal polyadeny-
lation site at 14,004 bp. (C) Pol II density across the dominant transcriptional unit of Nr4a1
(200 copies max) displays no systematic variation; however, the TSS appears to be associated
with modest promoter proximal pausing. (D) For Dusp5 (500 copies max), elevated promoter
proximal density even after activation suggests only partial abrogation of pausing. (E) Density
across Gpcr5a shows no systematic variation in Pol II density following abrogation of an inter-
nal transcriptional pause. Because the values from each primer are not independent (due to use
of a common quantitation curve), error bars show standard deviation. Linear regression analy-
sis was done using the average value observed for each primer pair within the time period indi-
cated.
(TIF)

S2 Fig. Analysis of Pol II density at times following α1aAR stimulation. Combining quantifi-
able Pol II ChIP density estimates for many primers at each time point provides a measure of
aggregate Pol II density on the gene. (A) Across the Fos gene, Pol II density, expressed as the
number of precipitated DNA copies from a maximum of 200 possible copies, was constant
between 7 and 60 minutes but showed decreased transcription at 120 minutes (n = 5). (B) For
Nr4a3 (500 copies max), polymerase density (beyond promoter effects) was consistently higher
upstream of the internal polyadenylation site at 14,004 bp; however, no significant temporal
difference was observed in either proximal (n = 6–7) or distal (n = 8) regions [nonquantifiable
time points were essentially zero]. (C) For Nr4a1 (200 copies max.), non-proximal Pol II den-
sity across the dominant transcriptional unit was constant from 7 to 120 minutes (n = 7). (D)
Non-proximal density on Dusp5 (500 copies max.) was constant from 7 to 60 minutes but
decreased by 120 minutes (n = 12). (E) For Nfil3 no significant difference in non-proximal Pol
II densities (expressed as % ChIP efficiency) was found between 10 and 120 minutes (n = 15),
nevertheless regression analysis showed an increase in slope (0.025±0.11% ChIP eff./min) that
was statistically significant (p = 0.032) during the first hour following α1aAR stimulation. Indi-
vidual density estimates for each point are independent as they were produced using different
primers and quantititation curves. Consequently, linear regression analysis was performed
using individual data values and the error bars show SEM. One-way ANOVA analysis with the
Turkey post-test was used to demonstrate statistical difference and identify time points with
non-maximal density (open circles). To avoid trivial statistical difference, early time points
with basal polymerase density were not included in the statistical analysis.
(TIF)
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S3 Fig. Analysis of Nr4a3 activation by quantitative Pol II ChIP and qualitative PCR of
pre-mRNA. (A) Quantitative Pol II ChIP using input DNA equivalent to 200 genome copies.
Pol II density is within the dynamic range and quantitative estimates of ChIPed DNA copies
(right) during the plateau of activated expression suggests density is modestly lower in more
distal regions (14546–39565). Points not quantitated had inadequate reference curves (not
determined; nd) or were above (�) or below (<) the quantitation range. (B) Qualitative PCR
analysis of Nr4a3 pre-mRNA synthesis using ChIP primers. Analysis of randomly-primed
total RNA reveals initial pre-mRNA production corresponds very closely to arrival of the dom-
inant wave of Pol II apparent in the prior panel. The analysis also shows the near absence of
basal Nr4a3 transcription. The number of source cells used to produce cDNA for each profile
is shown at the far left, with 2,100 cells corresponds to 12.5 ng of total RNA. Negative images
are presented to clearly identify PCR analysis of newly synthesized pre-mRNA, as distinct from
Pol II ChIP data.
(TIF)

S4 Fig. Pol II ChIP analysis transcriptional activation from the dominant TSS of Nr4a1.
Quantitative Pol II ChIP using input DNA equivalent to 200 genome copies. Pol II density
estimates across the dominant transcriptional unit (2056–7623), averaged 17.3±5.2 copies (or
8.7±2.6%) during the plateau of activated expression (7–60 min). Single primers associated
with TSS(c) at -11286 bp and the dominant TSS at 286 bp, provide uncorroborated evidence
that promoter proximal density is elevated consistent with modest PPP after these promoters
have been activated. Points not quantitated had inadequate reference curves (not determined;
nd) or were below (<) the quantitation range.
(TIF)

S1 Table. Microarray analysis.
(XLS)

S2 Table. Conserved IEG expression.
(XLSX)

S3 Table. ChIP primers.
(XLS)

S4 Table. Matrix ChIP primers.
(XLS)

S5 Table. TaqMan qPCR primers and data.
(XLS)
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